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5 he ‘Great Stink’ shocked London. The Thames 
smelt abominably, black sewage fermenting in 
90°F1. This Parliamentary Committee debated: 

would cholera return? Who could defeat the smell? 
“Scientists?” Gabriel Mauve MP grinned, like a cheap 

comedian. 
“Cholera’s mystery is solved,” said Charles Dickens, 

“by Dr John Snow.”
Mauve’s face soured. The room’s curtains, soaked in 

quicklime, could not diminish the stink. “Dickens, we 
have had enough of experts. Florence Nightingale blames 
miasma2; Chadwick blames stink; newspapers blame 
immigrants from the east. Who are we to believe?”

“Believe science,” Dickens insisted. “The Epidemio-
logical Society studies cholera.” 

“These scientists of yours,” Mauve smirked, “have 
expensive ideas. My own scheme would collect waste in 
tanks and sell it as fertiliser – profitably.”

Benjamin Disraeli sighed. “Dickens, we love your fic-
tions, but Mauve is right. To justify government spending, 
we need facts.” 

Dickens held up Snow’s essay ‘On Cholera’. “Water 
supplies are infected. To clean the river and save the 
poor, we must fund Bazalgette’s sewers…”

“So-called scientists!” Mauve laughed. “That will be 
all, Dickens.”

Dickens, despairingly, sat. Ironic that Disraeli also 
wrote novels, and Mauve journalism – without Dickens’s 
success. I was attending this Committee at Dickens’s  
request. How could I, a humble policeman, contribute? 
Dickens scribbled a note: 

“Watchman, call Bazalgette, the engineer.

Call Dr Snow!”
I nodded. When proceedings paused, I would summon 

my messenger, Worm, whose urchins could find anyone, 
even important gentlemen.

Disraeli intervened. “Governmental response to science 
is terrible.”

Mauve disagreed. “Three times cholera has afflicted 
us. Three times it has passed. No intervention required.”

Disraeli blinked. “Thirty thousand Londoners died.” 
Mauve frowned humorously, a comical expression 

learned during his time as an actor in Tuppenny Theatre, 
before he made his name as a journalist inciting the 
poor to blame the even poorer for the country’s ills. 
“Other scientists say your ‘cholera victims’ died of other 
causes.”

Disraeli awaited his explanation.
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190°Fahrenheit: around 32° C
2Miasma gloss: pollution, poisonous fog
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“Malnutrition.” Mauve stammered. “Dehydration…”
“Cholera’s effects!” Dickens called out.
“Cholera’s fatality is exaggerated,” said Mauve. 

“Many recover.”
“If they can afford treatment,” said Disraeli. “When 

cholera returns to kill again, Mauve, your obstruction 
will not be forgotten…”

“Ha! I like that, when your cheap novels offer plebeians 
half-baked hopes of equality. You One-Nation Tory3! If all 
were equal, to what would the poor aspire?”

“Not much,” muttered Dickens, “if they’re dead – 
apparently Mauve’s intention.” 

“Cholera arrived here in 1831,” said Disraeli, “following 
European epidemics. We were warned. We took no action.”

“Nonsense.” Mauve consulted his notes. “We declared 
a Day of Humiliation, for prayer.”

“Many died within days…” 
“We legislated,” Mauve interrupted, “to connect 

household drains to sewers.”
“Filling defective sewers with effluent, exacerbated by 

Mr Crapper’s ingenious invention.”
“We flushed the sewers,” Mauve said irritably, “fol-

lowing your scientists’ advice.”
“Making the Thames aqua mortis,” cried Dickens, “a 

river of death!” His brother Alfred was a sewer inspector 
in 1848. When they flushed the sewers, cholera gripped 
the city, overwhelming hospitals, filling cemeteries: 

14,000 deaths. Dickens spoke passionately, for he loved 
Londoners, rich and poor. “But Dr Snow made a discovery.”

“More science?” Mauve rolled his eyes. “Enlighten us.”
Dickens spoke of Snow’s map. He discovered that 

deaths in Soho centred on one water pump, in Golden 
Square, proving cholera waterborne.

“Proved?” said Mauve. “Our Committee for Scientific 
Inquiries rejected Snow’s theory.”

“Call Snow,” Dickens gestured to me. 
Outside the door stood my faithful acolyte, Worm. He 

always knew when I needed him. He examined the note. 
“Dr Snow, eh?” Worm nodded. “Bloody hero. Stopped 

cholera, single-handed. Traced deaths to one Soho water 
pump. Removed the handle. Disease stopped in a week. 
They found a cesspit underneath, infected with cholera.” 

“He demands clean drinking water?”
“Modernise the sewers, clean the Thames. That’s  

Bazalgette’s plan. Your committee won’t cough up the 
money.” 

Joseph Bazalgette appeared. “Speaking ill of me, 
young man?”

I stared: we had not yet sent for him.
Worm touched his cap. “Knew you’d be needed, sir. 

Time to put your case.”
Bazalgette winked, and Worm hurried out. We went in.
“Why waste money?” Mauve complained. “Sanitation 

reform saves nobody. Besides, who’s died from cholera? 
I don’t know anyone.”

My mother died in 1832’s epidemic, miserably. That 
Mauve knew nobody who had died was typical: death 
afflicted the poor; the rich recovered. 

“Nonsense, Mauve,” Bazalgette interposed. “Your 
own cook died of cholera last year.”

Mauve looked shocked. 
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3‘One-Nation Tory’ is a label referring to Benjamin Disraeli’s novel SYBIL; 
he claimed that Britain is divided into two nations, rich and poor.
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Bazalgette unfolded an enormous map. “Your house 
is endangered; 10 Downing Street too. Westminster’s 
sewer is putrid with chemicals, rats, dead pigs. I nearly 
lost ten men there, gassed insensible. Putrescence soaks 
your houses.”

Mauve hesitated. “Flush it?” 
“And your house’ll collapse.” Bazalgette laughed.  

“Or explode.”
Mauve paled.
“I can solve it. Not for you, but for London.” His  

Metropolitan Board of Works had considered 140 sewage 
schemes. “Scientists, engineers. The artist John Martin 
suggested trenches along the Thames.” He tapped lines 
crossing the map. “Intercept sewage before it pollutes 
the river. Professor Liddell4 described Rome’s drains: 
the Cloaca Maxima, built for floods, by happy accident 
washed away effluent, preventing disease. No plagues in 
Rome, eh?” Bazalgette’s five immense drains would  
intercept 3,000 miles of antiquated sewers now dis-
charging, fatally, into the river, channelling London’s 
sewage westward.

Mauve grumbled. “Driven by steam engines, or other 
expensive machinery?”

“Forces you cannot monetise.” Bazalgette smiled. 
“Gravity. Rain.” 

Coughing broke out, the stink worsening. Disraeli 
gagged. Bazalgette described how Londoners’ 200,000 
cesspits disgorge half a million gallons daily. Only 
modernised sewerage would save London – indeed, 
save the world’s cities.

Mauve looked green. “Your estimated costs are aug-
mented to £5.4 million. Who will pay?”

“We shall.” Disraeli clutched a handkerchief to his 
nose. “Bazalgette, save our souls. You shall have your 
money.”
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The Committee departed in disgust. The Great Stink 
had won, where reason could not. 

As we evacuated, Dickens challenged Mauve. “You 
protect the wealthy’s interests. If it were ships, or soldiers, 
you would spend ten times the money. If people realise 
you are letting them die…”  

Mauve feigned shock. “Me?” 
“You disregard science, complicit with the worst epi-

demic in history: a miser, a murderer. The people, who 
have lost loved ones, will vote you out. On London’s 
streets, you’ll always fear the hand of retribution on your 
shoulder.”

At Dickens’s revolutionary outburst, Mauve was 
speechless. His fishlike mouth gaped, as if drowning in 
those sewers; of course, he had backed other solutions. 
“He sniffed profits,” Bazalgette explained. “Selling  
London’s effluent to China; fat contracts for his friends.”

I groaned. “How can we fight such plots?” 
“With counterplots.” Bazalgette gestured outside: 

Worm’s friends had heaped effluent at the windows, to 
offend Disraeli’s nose. Nothing opens the government’s 
treasury quicker than aristocratic discomfort. Parliament 
paid up. Bazalgette’s intercepting sewers were built, 
London’s grandest building project: thousands of work-
ers, 300 million bricks, 3 million pounds of concrete. 
Cholera returned in 1866, but afflicted only the poor 
East End, whose sewer was not yet connected. After 
1868, cholera never troubled London again.

And Dr Snow – why did he never address the com-
mittee? When Worm found him, he had suffered a stroke; 
he died a week after Bazalgette’s scheme was approved.

“And Mauve’s cook? How on earth did you know of 
that?”

“Oh, we invented that,” Bazalgette admitted. 
“Worm’s idea. Egotists like Mauve know nothing of the 
lives of their servants.” 

Cholera is a violent stomach disease. It killed many 
within a day of developing symptoms, more within 
48 hours. The mortality rate was 50%, but it was 
curable: most died through dehydration or malnutrition. 
Despite outbreaks, cholera today kills few.  

4Professor Henry Liddell, of Christchurch College, Oxford, was the 
father of Alice Liddell, heroine of the 1865 novel ALICE’S ADVEN-
TURES IN WONDERLAND.
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Watchman, Worm  and Bazalgette appear  in LAWLESS AND THE DEVIL 
OF EUSTON SQUARE 

by William Sutton.
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